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ACROSS

1. Tussle
8. Start of an ancient boast
13. 13-book Euclidean treatise
15. Grew less acrimonious
16. Sitcom about a struggle for ratings
18. Burn through, as money
19. "Allez ___" (film in which Buster Keaton tries to use a trapeze)
20. Lose steam
21. 1979 World Series champs whose theme song was "We Are Family"
26. The Celtics, on some news crawls
27. Head at 10 Downing Street?
28. Gaming greenhorn, say
29. Small amount of work
30. Beijing currency
32. Middle Eastern airline whose name is emblazoned on Manchester City soccer jerseys
36. 500 sheets
38. 9:00-10:00, e.g., to network programmers
40. "My Oh My" glam-rock band
41. Flub
43. Holder of raffle entry slips, maybe
45. McGregor of "Moulin Rouge!"
46. Worst of the nosebleed seats
48. Quark's surroundings
50. Reddit Q&A feature whose name suggests no topic is off-limits
51. Wished undone
53. Treasure on Spanish galleons
54. 33 Down component: Abbr.
55. Fallacy also called "begging the question"
56. Catalan article
57. L-P track?
58. Computing pioneer Lovelace
59. Urban railway system
60. "On ___ Day You Can See Forever"
61. Results of putting numbers to paper?
62. Bit of conjunctivitis medicine

DOWN

1. Feline plaint
2. Sort
3. MTV Generation member
4. Challenges the integrity of
5. How good debaters argue
6. Excessively ingratiating
7. ESPN talk show since 2001, informally
8. Him, in Heidelberg
9. Score direction asking an instrument to imitate the human voice
10. Lie in store
11. Scotland yard?
12. Falco and Brickell
14. Neck, to Londoners
15. River along which Tecumseh was defeated in 1811
17. Rosenberg prosecutor depicted in "Angels in America"
21. Titular red accessory in a Prince hit
22. Bullring figure
23. John Irving hero played by Robin Williams
24. Wonka creator Dahl
25. Falls into decay
31. "Heartburn" novelist Ephron
33. 1959 statehood attainer
34. Lump in one's throat
35. Highest North American peak
37. Lead singer of the Smiths
39. Academic aide
42. Appropriate rhyme for "blowout"
44. "The Napoleon of crime"
47. City where Goethe is buried
49. Loser to Reagan in 1984
52. Outspoken "CNN Tonight" host ... or outspoken "Hockey Night in Canada" host, whomever is more to your taste
55. Mountain lions
56. Pass into law
57. Elon Musk's car company
58. Spacecraft chambers
59. Jackal or coyote, e.g.
64. Dorm deputies, briefly
65. Kicker's prop
66. One of 15 on old globes, for short
67. "How was ___ know?"
68. Salt meas. in a pie-crust recipe, often
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